
The Full Armour of God
Lent Course 2014

Week 4 : Shield, helmet, sword (Eph  6.16-17)

1. Read Ephesians chapter 1 verse 13-14.  How do the three items 
of the armour (faith, salvation and the word) feature in these verses 
and what is the relationship between them?

“the shield of faith”
A Roman shield covered most of the body. The word used to describe 
them is the same as a door, because of their shape.
2. Remembering that this is the armour of God, what has Paul said 
about faith in chapter 2 verse 8? What do you think he means?

3. Though it is the armour of God we are to make use of it “in all 
circumstances” (v16). Do you have this shield at all time or are there 
areas of life where you think faith is of less relevance? If we only take 
up the shield at some times what dangers will we fact at others?
  

4. We think of faith and doubt as being opposites. What sort of things 
can damage our faith and cause us to doubt? How does faith triumph 
in such situations?

16. Again, if you were the devil what tactics might you use to stop 
people making use of this piece of armour?

17. Read 1 Tim 4.1-3. This is one of many passages in the New 
Testament about the danger of false teaching. What is said about the 
source of such false teaching and how it relates to “the truth”?

18. A Roman soldier had a short sword, for close quarter work, 
nevertheless it is the only weapon amongst the armour. From what 
we have seen in previous weeks how can the word of God be used 
not simply to enable us to stand but also to see off the devil?

Pray
Give thanks for the things given to us in Christ.
Pray for our work as a Church in proclaiming the word of God as we 
tell people the gospel and teaching the word of God in the Scriptures.  
Pray that people would have confidence in the truth.
Pray for those who are under pressure from secularism to keep their 
faith private and not let it intrude on their work or public office.
Please pray each week for our forthcoming A Passion for Life 
mission (beginning on 6th April). Pray for particular people to come 
along to events and for courage to invite them.
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5. In Eph 1.13 Paul described faith as believing in Christ, which we 
might also describe as trusting in Christ. How does the fact that faith is 
a relationship with Christ help when we are tempted to doubt?

6. Shields are intended to stop arrows, but Paul speaks of the devil’s 
fiery darts, which are intended to burn. It is common to see this as 
referring to being burned up by ungodly desires. Do you think this is 
right, does it describe what can happen to us and if so how does faith 
help us to quench such darts?

“helmet of salvation”
7. Again, since this is the armour of God, is this something we gain, 
or something we are given?

8. If we think of salvation as something we earn, how will it affect us 
when we come to temptation or doubt?

9. If you were the devil, what tactics might you use to cause people 
to take off or leave off the helmet of salvation?

10. What does it mean to say that we are saved by grace (Eph 2.5 & 
2.8) and how does this help us when we are assaulted by temptation 
and doubt?

11. Read 1 Thessalonians chapter 5 verse 8 where Paul uses the 
imagery of armour in a different way, but note what he describes as 
the helmet.

12. What do Jesus’ words in Luke 12.3-6 mean about the damage 
we can suffer in the spiritual battle? How then can we have 
confidence or assurance if God has given us the helmet of salvation?

“the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God”
Because of what the Bible says about itself we right describe the 
Bible as “the word of God”. However, in the New Testament it is more 
often the message that is proclaimed as the word of God. This is why 
people sometimes call the Bible the “sword” and for the “sword drill” 
we do with children.
13. Remembering what we looked at in week 2 (Lk 4.1-11) how does 
Jesus’ example when faced by temptation help us in thinking what 
the word of God is how to use it?

14. Why do you think it is called the sword of the Spirit?

15. If you faced particular temptations, where would you turn in the 
Bible to help you resist? For example - anger, lust, gossip? 


